
SAFEGUARD LONE WORKERS ANYWHERE

inReach SE:  Two-Way Satellite Communicator

Whether you have a workforce of ten or thousands, GeoPro is a complete lone 
worker safety monitoring solution that can be quickly deployed to protect employees 
and address employer duty of care. When used with inReach SE, our hosted web 

app and monitoring service, GeoPro is simply the easiest and most effective way to 
monitor the well-being of employees working alone.

Complete Peace of Mind 
at Isolated Sites

Ideal for job sites without reliable landline 
or cellular coverage, inReach SE is a two-
way satellite communicator with GPS that 
equips employees with easy check-in, 
tracking, and SOS alerting. Compact and 
designed for the rigors of use outdoors, it 
provides 100% global coverage.

GeoPro work alone safety features

Two-way SOS alerting, with the ability to 
confirm or cancel emergencies

Two-way text messaging via email and 
SMS (160 characters)

Easy check-in with automated reminders

View activity log including message history

Urban or remote, there’s a device for every risk profile. Contact Blackridge Solutions for a list of GeoPro compatible devices.



GeoPro Web App:  Your Safety System, Your Rules

Secure, fully hosted and easily adapted to your safety practices, the GeoPro web app offers 
you complete control. Define your emergency protocols and escalation contacts, and 
GeoPro will sound the alarm to ensure a prompt response. You’ll be able to use our 
dashboard to view emergencies in real-time – whether they’re managed by our expert 
monitoring service, or your in-house personnel.*

GeoPro makes it easy to:

Monitor employee status and location from your web browser

Centralize management of alerts including SOS, overdue check-

in, crossed geofence, or changes in speed or altitude

Setup check-in schedules and automate monitoring

Alert escalation contacts immediately when there’s an incident

Respond more promptly and effectively to emergencies

Manage licenses in real-time (add, suspend, or cancel)

Access incident logs and reports

Affordable, Pay-as-you-go Pricing

GeoPro 8K GeoPro 25K GeoPro 50K

$40 $65 $90

Includes:

8,000 bytes
Includes:

25,000 bytes
Includes:

50,000 bytes

Equivalent to:

100 messages or 400 tracks

Overage Fees:

$0.10 per 10 bytes

Equivalent to:

312 messages or 1,250 tracks

Overage Fees:

$0.08 per 10 bytes

Equivalent to:

625 messages or 2,500 tracks

Overage Fees:

$0.08 per 10 bytes

Subscription Details:

A one-time $30 activation fee applies to each device

An active subscription enables the inReach device to transmit via the Iridium network

Suspend service when it’s not needed for just $9.95 per month

An account requires at least one Admin, and one user of a lone worker safety device

Admin and Monitor licensing fees for the GeoPro web app are $18/month

Switch, cancel or suspend at 
any time

Share data allowances with other 
inReach devices on the same account

Includes use of the Geopro web 
app, and GEOS monitoring

For further information on the GeoPro Web App, contact BLACKRIDGE Solutions at:
(778) 686-5799   or   info@blackridgesolutions.com


